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Abstract: During the early summer rainy season over Taiwan, three types of low-level jets are
observed, including a synoptic low-level jet (SLLJ) situated in the 850–700 hPa layer in the frontal
zone, a marine boundary layer jet (MBLJ) embedded within the southwesterly monsoon flow over
the northern South China Sea at approximately the 925 hPa level, and an orographically induced
jet at approximately the 1 km level off the northwestern Taiwan coast (e.g., barrier jet (BJ)). The
characteristics and physical processes of the formation of these three types of low-level jets are
reviewed, and their roles in the development of heavy rainfall are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Over East Asia, the Asian summer monsoon is one of the most dominant climate
systems on earth and it can bring frequent heavy rainfall periods to the affected region. The
summer monsoon rainy season from early June through July is known as the Baiu season
in Japan [1], Changma season in Korea [2], and Mei-Yu season in China [3]. Taiwan has an
early summer rainy season under the southwesterly monsoon flow (Mei-Yu) from mid-May
to mid-June and the typhoon season from late June to September [4–8]. Heavy rainfall
events are one of the extreme weather phenomena that pose a significant challenge for both
scientific research and operational forecasts. These events share two essential characteristics
globally: copious moisture and destabilization effects due to lifting, e.g., [3,9–22].

There are different types of “low-level jets” (LLJs) around the globe [23], such as in
Europe [24–26], the Alps [11,17], East Asia [15,27–38], the Caribbean [39,40], the U.S East
coast [41], the Carolina coast [42], the California Coast [43], the Pacific Northwest [14,44],
the Great Plains states [45–49], and subtropical South America [50–52]. In some cases,
LLJs may play important roles in moisture transport and/or lifting, leading to heavy
precipitation events.

G. Chen and Yu [28] used horizontal wind speed greater than 12.5 m s−1 at the
850 hPa level and greater than 15 m s−1 at the 700 hPa level to identify the LLJs from
weather maps. Tao and Chen [3] also classified LLJs using wind speed at the 925 hPa,
850 hPa, and 700 hPa levels. In addition to horizontal wind speed, both Chen et al. [32] and
Du et al. [53,54] included vertical wind shear in their LLJ criteria, using high resolution
data from numerical models. Du et al. [53] used two criteria to identify LLJs: a wind speed
maximum greater than 10 m s−1 in the lowest 4 km and a decrease in winds with height,
by at least 3 m s−1, above the level of maximum winds. Du et al. [53] classified LLJs during
the Mei-Yu season over China into two types: synoptic-system-related low-level jets (SLLJs)
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in the 900–600 hPa layer and boundary layer jets (BLJs) below the 900 hPa level. Over
the southern China coast, SLLJs occur most frequently in April–June, whereas BLJs are
more frequent in May–July [55]. During BLJ events, rainfall has a local maximum on the
southern windward side of the coastal mountain ranges caused by orographic lifting (see
Figure 7 in [55]). However, rainfall has a local maximum on the coast and in inland areas
during SLLJ events due to horizontal moisture transport by SLLJs.

During the early summer rainy season over Taiwan, there are three distinct types of
low-level jets: the SLLJ located southeast of an 850–700 hPa Mei-Yu frontal cyclone along the
large-scale Mei-Yu trough [28,31–33,56,57]; the marine boundary layer jet (MBLJ) associated
with intensification of the southwesterly monsoon flow in the marine boundary layer (MBL)
over the northern South China Sea [58–60]; and the barrier jet (BJ) of approximately 14 m s−1

at the 1-km level, blowing parallel to the coastal terrain along the northwestern Taiwan
coast [61–65]. This study will review and discuss the roles these three low-level jets have in
heavy rainfall occurrences over the Taiwan area, as well as their convective feedback effects.

In Section 2, a brief review of the structure of Mei-Yu fronts and the associated ther-
mally direct secondary circulation driven by a moist baroclinic process is given. We show
that the SLLJs and upper-level jets (ULJs) are integral parts of the thermally direct sec-
ondary circulation. The importance of the coupling between the upper-level dynamic
forcing and low-level baroclinic forcing in the development of heavy rainfall is presented.
We also discuss the impacts of latent heat release on baroclinic conversion and cyclogenesis
along the Mei-Yu front. In addition to frontal lifting, we discuss rainfall production by
orographic effects over southwestern Taiwan. Climatologically, when the southwesterly
monsoon is well established in June, rainfall is at a maximum on the windward sides of the
Snow Mountains and the Central Mountain Range (CMR) [66]. In Section 3, the general
characteristics of MBLJs, their role in the production of heavy rainfall, and their convective
feedback are presented. When a MBLJ is present, with strong winds in the lowest 1 km,
rainfall distributions frequently have a pronounced maximum over southwestern Taiwan,
especially along the coast (Figure 1). In Section 4, the dynamics, structure, and role of the
barrier jet on moisture transport and the production of localized heavy rainfall over the
western/northwestern coast are discussed. In Section 5, the interactions among the three
types of LLJs on heavy rainfall over Taiwan is presented and a summary is provided in
Section 6.
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in Ref. [58]. Copyright 2019 American Meteorological Society. 
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Figure 1. The 2008–12 (a) composite of rain rates (mm h−1; shaded) for the MBLJ days and (b) June
monthly mean from rain gauge observations. (c) The ratio of composite rain rates for the MBLJ days
to the June monthly mean rain rates (%) [(a)/(b)]. (d) Terrain height (m) over Taiwan. See Figure 9 in
Ref. [58]. Copyright 2019 American Meteorological Society.

2. The SLLJs Associated with Mei-Yu Fronts

The Taiwan Area Mesoscale Experiment (TAMEX) during May–June 1987 [67] and the
Terrain-influenced Monsoon Rainfall Experiment (TiMREX) during May–June 2008 [68–71]
were conducted to study the processes leading to heavy rainfall during the early summer
rainy season in Taiwan. During TAMEX, all the Mei-Yu fronts over southern China resemble
mid-latitude cold fronts with horizontal temperature differences of approximately 5–7 K
in the lowest levels, and a marked northward vertical tilt [5,72–75] (Figure 2). An ULJ
and tropopause folding associated with the upper-level front are also evident. During
the passage of a midlatitude trough, the cold air behind the trough from northern China
moves into the south China plain [5,72,73,75] (Figure 3). As a result, the surface front over
southern China advances southeastward and moves across the Taiwan area. During the
last TAMEX frontal event affecting Taiwan during 24–25 June 1987, the low-level horizontal
temperature differences (Figure 3) and baroclinic characteristics were less significant, as
compared to other cases earlier in the season. This is the result of increased warming
over the North China Plain with increased solar heating during the seasonal change in
mid-June [75].
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Figure 2. North-south cross sections along 118◦ E for 0000 UTC 27 May 1987: (a) potential temperature
(solid) every 5 K; water vapor mixing ratio (dashed) every 2 g kg−1 and winds in m s−1 with one
pennant, full barb, and half barb denoting 25, 5, and 2.5 m s−1, respectively. (b) Equivalent potential
temperature (solid) every 5 K and relative humidity (dashed) every 20%. See Figure 9 in Ref. [5].
Copyright 1989 American Meteorological Society.

A TiMREX case during the Intensive Observing Period (IOP) #3 from 1200 UTC 29
May to 0600 UTC 30 May 2008 [70] and a case on 3 June 1984 [76], as well as in other recent
studies [60,77] all confirm these Mei-Yu frontal systems possess baroclinic characteristics.

As the Mei-Yu jet/front system moves toward the subtropics, the depth of the post-
frontal cold air decreases to a rather shallow depth of ~1 km over the Taiwan area [5,72–74]
in response to a smaller Coriolis parameter. At the leading edge, the fine-scale structure
of the shallow front in the lowest levels resembles a density current, as observed by an
instrumented aircraft (Figure 4).
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Figure 3. Latitude-time section along 120◦ E for the 850 hPa level. Potential temperature (solid)
every 5 K: (A) 10–31 May; (B) 1–27 June 1987. An arrow marks the passage of the surface front over
northern Taiwan. See Figure 9 in Ref. [75]. Copyright 1993 American Meteorological Society.
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Figure 4. (a) Horizontal view of the flight track for 15 June 1987. East of Taiwan, six-level north-south
flight legs were made between points A and B. West of Taiwan, the sawtooth pattern was performed
between points C and D. (b) The relative airflow in the north-south cross section across the front
east of Taiwan. The estimated frontal speed, 6 m s−1, was subtracted from the cross-front wind
component. See Figure 2 and Figure 19 in Ref. [72]. Copyright 1990 American Meteorological Society.
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During the 1980–1984 Mei-Yu season, G. Chen and Yu [28] observed that 12 h before
the commencement of a heavy rainfall event over northern Taiwan, there is an 84% chance
that a SLLJ of at least 12.5 m s−1 is present at the 700 hPa level. Similarly, when a SLLJ
greater than 12.5 m s−1 is present at the 700 hPa level, there is a 91% probability that a
heavy precipitation event, greater than 100 mm day−1, will occur over northern Taiwan.
They suggested that the SLLJ is driven by convective heating [28,31,78,79] and that the
SLLJ is responsible for the transport of warm, moist air to the prefrontal atmosphere of the
Mei-Yu frontal zone [4].

TAMEX and recent studies have showed that SLLJs in the warm sector of Mei-Yu
fronts are caused by a mass-momentum adjustment process in response to moist baroclinic
forcing during the deepening of a Mei-Yu jet/front system [32,33,80]. Each Mei-Yu front
affecting Taiwan during TAMEX was accompanied by a SLLJ of varying intensity [56,63,75].
The frontal cyclone during 1–3 June 1987 (Figure 5) was the deepest cyclone observed
during TAMEX [33].
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Figure 5. Simulated geopotential height and wind field in CTRL at the 24 h forecast time (valid at
0000 UTC 1 June). Winds (m s−1) with one pennant, full barb, and half-barb denoting 25, 5, and
2.5 m s−1, respectively: (a) 700 hPa, geopotential heights (solid) every 30 m; (b) 700 hPa, isotach every
2.5 m s−1 starting from 12.5 m s−1; (c) as in (a) except for 250 hPa with geopotential heights every
120 m; and (d) 250 hPa with isotach every 5 m s−1 starting from 30 m s−1. See Figure 4 in Ref. [33].
Copyright 1997 American Meteorological Society.

During TAMEX, each SLLJ event began when an upstream mid-latitude trough ap-
proached the Tibetan Plateau from the west/northwest with an initial vortex forming on
the leeside of the Tibetan Plateau or the Yun-Gui Plateau [56]. As the trough advanced
southeastward into the China Plain, the lee vortex developed into a Mei-Yu frontal cyclone
with a SLLJ in its southeastern flank (Figure 5). A SULJ/front with tropopause folding
was evident in the upper levels. A schematic of the secondary circulation across the Mei-
Yu jet/front system is provided in Figure 6 [32]. The intensification of the SLLJ (SULJ)
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is caused by the cross-isobaric wind component towards the low-pressure center of the
frontal cyclone (upper-level tough) as the frontal cyclone deepens. Additionally, a weak
thermally indirect circulation to the south is diagnosed.
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Figure 6. Schematic delineating the secondary circulations across the jet/front system. The thin
solid line depicts the strong direct (D) circulation. The thin dashed line depicts the weak indirect
(I) circulation. The heavy solid line shows the low-level frontal position. The “J” indicates the
upper-level and low-level jet positions. The double thin line shows the position of the tropopause.
Regions with relative humidity greater than 70% are shaded. See Figure 22 in Ref. [32]. Copyright
1994 American Meteorological Society.

From calculations of energy conversion of the SLLJ case during 1–3 June 1987, X.
Chen and Chen [80] determined that the divergent kinetic energy (kD) is generated from
potential energy (PE) through the cross-contour divergent winds. The generated kD is then
converted into nondivergent kinetic energy (kND) via a conversion process through the
secondary circulation across the jet/front system. In the upper levels, the conversion from
potential energy to kND via cross-contour nondivergent winds is the major source for the
kND associated with intensification of the SULJ. In this case, the upper-level divergence
ahead of the trough provides the upper-level support needed for the SLLJ development.

Model sensitivity tests with (CTRL) and without latent heat release (NOLH) of the
1–2 June 1987 case reveals that tropopause folding is present even without latent heat
release [33]. The deepening of the Mei-Yu frontal cyclone is caused by vertical motion
associated with the propagating upper-level short-wave trough and is enhanced by latent
heat release. The baroclinic conversion is enhanced by latent heat release, especially in
the upper troposphere (Figure 7). In the upper levels, the thickness ahead of the trough
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increases, resulting in further deepening of the cyclone. The SLLJ develops through the
Coriolis force acting on the cross-contour ageostrophic winds (Figure 6) in response to the
increased pressure gradients as the frontal cyclone deepens. This mechanism is at variance
with the conditional instability of the second kind (CISK) process suggested by G. Chen
and Chang [81] and Chou et al. [78].
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Figure 7. Area-averaged (over an area covering the entire frontal cyclone) (Figure 5b) vertical
distribution of baroclinic conversion term −ωα at the 24 h forecast time (valid at 0000 UTC
1 June) (ω is p-velocity, α is specific volume). See Figure 21 in Ref. [33]. Copyright 1997 American
Meteorological Society.

In the 29–30 May 2008 case, Tu et al. (see Figure 4 in [70]) simulated a low-level frontal
cyclone along the southeastern China coast as the 700 hPa short-wave trough moves over
the low-level moist tongue. In the regional domain with a 27 km grid, quasi-geostrophic
(QG) frontogenesis is diagnosed ahead of the 700 hPa trough axis without latent heat release
in the model. In the nested 9 km grid, the latent heat release associated with the convective
activity generates significant potential vorticity (PV) at low levels, leading to a more intense
frontal cyclone and a stronger SLLJ.
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Numerical simulations with a 9 km grid for the 1–2 June 2017 case (see Figure 10
in [60]) reproduces a Mei-Yu frontal structure that is similar to the results analyzed by
TAMEX studies (Figures 2 and 6). The potential vorticity associated with the Mei-Yu frontal
zone slopes vertically northward. A potential vorticity maximum generated by upright
cumulus convection extends vertically upward above the surface front. The spin up of the
frontal cyclone is caused by a moist baroclinic process. These results are consistent with
previous studies [32,33] and the study presented by Park et al. [38] for heavy rainfall events
during the Changma season over the Korean Peninsula. Park et al. [38] determined that
the baroclinic trough from the west plays an important role in triggering vertical motion
and the development of a surface cyclone with a SLLJ on the southeastern flank of the
cyclone. Using the QG omega equation, they demonstrated that in the developing stage of
heavy rainfall events, both the dynamic forcing and diabatic forcing are equally important.
However, the effects of latent heating are more important in the mature stage.

From the calculations of heat and moisture budgets for a heavy rainfall case over the
south China coast during 20–23 May 1987 (see Figure 20 in [61]), it is apparent that the
tendency and horizontal advection terms are considerably smaller than the vertical advec-
tion terms, suggesting that vertical motion is the dominant mechanism in the production
of heavy rainfall. There are two heavy rainfall periods centered around 0000–1200 UTC
20 May and 0000–1200 UTC 22 May with rainfall accumulation greater than 50 mm and
150 mm, respectively. During 20–22 May, positive vorticity advection by thermal winds is
diagnosed ahead of the deepening 850 hPa trough [61]. Prior to the first peak rainfall period
on 20 May, upper-level divergence is computed in the diffluent airflow at the 300 hPa level
between the upper-level westerlies and the northeastern flank of the upper-level Asian
cyclone. A similar large-scale environment is also found with the heavy rainfall case during
24–25 June 1987 [62]. In the second period on 22 May, strong upper-level frontogenesis
due to horizontal deformation is diagnosed along the trough axis. The heaviest rainfall
occurs when the low-level baroclinic forcing is coupled with the upper level forcing as
the upper-level trough approaches. Park et al. [38] found that the heavy rainfall events in
South Korea during the summer monsoon are organized by the vertical motions associated
with a baroclinic trough with positive feedback from latent heating. The thermally direct
secondary circulation at the entrance region of the SULJ provides additional upper level
forcing aloft.

Hsiao and Chen [82] revisited the 10–15 June 1975 case studied by G. Chen and
Chang [81] using the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF)
Reanalysis (ERA-40) data with 23 vertical levels. In this case, a mid-latitude omega blocking
pattern in place on 10 June had developed into a Rex blocking pattern by 12 June (Figure 8).
A trough axis extends from a low associated with the block. The surface front over south
China moved slowly southward (Figure 9) and affected the Taiwan area for more than
four days. In the low levels, prefrontal warm, moist southwesterly flow converged with
postfrontal cold, dry northwesterly flow. At the 500 hPa level, a high equivalent potential
temperature axis was present, which coincided with the area of rising motion (Figure 9b) in
the baroclinic zone (Figure 9c). The high equivalent potential temperature air in the mid-
levels was brought vertically upward from low levels by the rising motions in the baroclinic
zone. In the upper levels, an upper-level front with tropopause folding was also present
(not shown). The SULJ and the upper-level front advanced southward (Figure 9d). The
frontal structure and characteristics are remarkably similar to those found during TAMEX
and in recent studies (Figures 2 and 6). Note that in the composite analysis presented by
G. Chen and Chang [81] for the same case, the appreciable temperature gradients across
the surface front in the low levels and the baroclinic signatures in the upper levels are
completely absent when using the filtered and subjectively analyzed 240 km grid data
and composite procedures that used data based on only four vertical levels (e.g., 850 hPa,
700 hPa, 500 hPa, and 400 hPa levels).
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Figure 8. The 300 hPa ERA-40 analysis of geopotential height (gpm, solid contours) and horizontal
wind (m s−1, wind barbs) at: (a) 1200 UTC 9 June, (b) 0000 UTC 10 June, (c) 1200 UTC 12 June, and
(d) 0000 UTC 14 June. Contour intervals every 80 gpm for geopotential height. Full (half) wind barbs
indicate 10 (5) m s−1. The symbol H (L) marks the locations of high (low) pressure centers. Thick
dashed lines represent troughs. See Figure 1 in Ref. [82].
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Figure 9. The latitude-time cross section at 115◦ E. Full (half) wind barbs indicate 10 (5) m s−1.
(a) 925 hPa. Solid contour intervals every 10 gpm for geopotential height; shading intervals every 2 K
for potential temperature. Thick dashed lines represent a wind shift line associated with the trough.
(b) 500 hPa. Solid (dotted) contour intervals every 0.1 Pa s−1 for rising (sinking) vertical motions;
shading intervals every 2 K for equivalent potential temperature. (c) 500 hPa. Contour intervals every
10 gpm for geopotential height; shading intervals every 2 K for potential temperature. (d) 300 hPa.
Isotach every 5 m s−1; equivalent potential temperature every 2 K. Figure 3 in Ref. [82].

3. The Marine Boundary Layer Jet

Using the 9 km WRF model data, Du et al. [54] found the existence of a coastal bound-
ary layer jet (CBLJ) with wind speed greater than 8 m s−1 and a jet core at approximately
the 925 hPa level off the eastern coast of China (around 28◦ N, 120◦ E) along the western
periphery of the west Pacific subtropical high (WPSH). This CBLJ occurs in the wake of the
northward migration of the Mei-Yu rain belt to the Yangtze River Valley in July. Geostrophic
winds account for 87% of the total winds of the CBLJ. The CBLJ is influenced by terrain
and thermal effects during the diurnal cycle with a nocturnal maximum before sunrise.

Chen et al. [77] studied a heavy rainfall event during 10–12 June 2012 over the wind-
ward slopes of the Snow Mountains and the Central Mountain Range. The rainfall accu-
mulation of this three-day event was more than 1500 mm (Figure 10). With the presence
of a midlatitude omega-blocking pattern (Figure 11a), a persistent cold northerly wind
component west of the northeast China low and west of the Mei-Yu frontal cyclone extends
all the way to the subtropics up to the 700 hPa level (Figure 11b,c). At the 850 hPa level,
a west-southwesterly SLLJ (Figure 11b) is present with a maximum equivalent potential
temperature axis associated with the Mei-Yu front. The vertical cross-section along 119.5◦ E
shows that the Mei-Yu front is characterized by a marked vertical tilt and an SULJ at the
250 hPa level (Figure 12a). The prefrontal warm, moist southwesterly flow is lifted by the
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secondary circulation in the frontal zone, as evidenced by a warm, moist tongue above
the sloping frontal zone. The characteristics of the Mei-Yu jet/front system (Figure 12)
resemble those found in TAMEX studies (Figure 2). The most striking feature is a strong
low-level jet area at the 950 hPa level with associated horizontal moisture fluxes of more
than 360 g kg−1 m s−1 from the northern South China Sea to Taiwan (Figure 12b). This
feature is referred to as the Marine Boundary Jet (MBLJ) in Tu et al. [58]. In the 10–12
June 2012 case, the SLLJ and MBLJ coexisted [77]. A similar situation is also reported
over southern China during the early summer rainy season [37,55,83–86]. Statistically,
warm-sector rainfall over the southern China coastal areas has an early morning maximum
caused by the interaction between the MBLJs and the land breeze. The SLLJs are more
closely associated with frontal heavy rainfall [86].
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Figure 10. (a) Daily (0000–2400 LST) rainfall accumulation (mm; color shaded) for 10 June. (b) As
in (a), but for 11 June. (c) As in (a), but for 12 June. (d) Rainfall accumulation (mm) during 10–12
June. Terrain contours are 100 and 500 m. See Figure 6 in Ref. [77]. Copyright 2018 American
Meteorological Society.
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Figure 11. Synoptic fields from ERA-Interim (10◦–60◦ N, 105◦–170◦ E) at 1200 UTC 11 June. (a) The
500 hPa level geopotential heights every 50 m and winds (m s−1) (one pennant, full barb, and half
barb represent 25, 5, and 2.5 m s−1, respectively). (b) As in (a), but for the 850 hPa level. Geopotential
heights every 30 gpm, winds, and equivalent potential temperature every 3 K (color shaded). (c) As
in (a), but for the 925 hPa level. (d) As in (a), but for sea level pressure (every 2 hPa), surface
temperature (◦C; color shaded), and surface winds. Figure 4 in Ref. [77]. Copyright 2018 American
Meteorological Society.

Tu et al. [58] used the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate
Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) data with a 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ grid, 6 h time intervals, and
37 pressure levels [87] to identify MBLJs during June 2008–2012. Two criteria were used to
classify the MBLJs: (1) a maximum wind speed greater than 10 m s−1 below the 900 hPa
level; and (2) a decrease in winds speed below 4 km, by at least 3 m s−1, between the height
of the maximum wind to the wind minimum aloft. A day (0000–2359 UTC) can be defined
as a MBLJ day when more than 60% of the grid points in the black box (Figure 13) satisfy
the MBLJ criteria for more than 6 h.
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Figure 12. Vertical cross-section along 119.5◦ E for 1200 UTC (2000 LST) 11 June. (a) Equivalent po-
tential temperature (solid white lines; every 5 K), relative humidity (%; color shaded), and horizontal
winds (m s−1; one pennant, full barb, and half barb represent 25, 5, and 2.5 m s−1, respectively).
(b) Vertical motion (Pa s−1; <0 Pa s−1, contoured every 0.3 Pa s−1) and horizontal moisture flux
(vectors with magnitude color shaded every 30 g kg−1 m s−1). Figure 5 in Ref. [77]. Copyright 2018
American Meteorological Society.
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Figure 13. Terrain height every 200 m. The black box is the region selected for the MBLJ day definition.
If more than 60% of the grid points in the black box satisfy the MBLJ criteria and the event persists for
more than 6 h, that entire day (0000–2359 UTC) is defined as a MBLJ day. Blue dot marks Dongsha
Island. See Figure 1 in Ref. [58]. Copyright 2019 American Meteorological Society.

Marine boundary layer jet events are more common in the second half of Taiwan’s early
summer rainy season in June, when the southwesterly monsoon flow is well established,
than during the monsoon onset phase in May. Note that cases in which either a tropical
cyclone (TC) or a tropical depression (TD) is located within 8◦–35◦ N, 105◦–150◦ E over
the western Pacific are excluded. There were nine MBLJ events over 21 days during the
month of June in the years 2008–2012 (Table 1). The composite map for the MBLJ days
shows that the intense southwesterly monsoon flow, with speeds greater than 10 m s−1,
covers nearly the entire northern South China Sea and has a jet core of approximately
13 m s−1 just upstream of southwestern Taiwan (Figure 14a). In addition to gravity wave
drag, the CFSR model includes a parameterization for mountain blocking [88], following
the subgrid-scale orographic drag parameterization [89]. Figure 14a shows low-level flow
splitting past the mountainous island due to orographic blocking. The MBLJ is a transient
feature related to the subsynoptic pressure gradients between a deep Mei-Yu trough over
southeastern China and a strong westward extending WPSH (Figure 14a,b). During MBLJ
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days, the Mei-Yu trough over southern China is deeper and the WPSH is stronger and
extends farther westward (Figure 14c) with larger horizontal pressure gradients over the
northern South China Sea, as compared to the June monthly mean (Figure 14b).
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Figure 14. The 2008–2012 CFSR (a) composite of the 925 hPa winds (V; m s−1) and geopotential
height (gpm) for the MBLJ days. (b) June monthly mean 925 hPa winds (V; m s−1) and geopotential
height (gpm). (c) The 925 hPa winds (V; m s−1) and geopotential height (gpm) differences between
the MBLJ days and the June monthly mean (MBLJ days V−monthly mean V). (d) As in (a), but for
the 700 hPa winds (V; m s−1) and geopotential height (gpm). Blue solid circle in (a) marks Dongsha
Island. See Figure 2 in Ref. [58]. Copyright 2019 American Meteorological Society.
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Table 1. MBLJ days without TC or TD with center located within 8◦–35◦ N, 105◦–150◦ E over the
western Pacific (WP) in June for 21 days (nine events). See Table 1 in Ref. [58]. Copyright 2019
American Meteorological Society.

Year MBLJ Days without TC or TD Center Located over WP in June

2008 15–17, 27–28

2009 2–3, 12

2010 14–15, 24–26

2011 27–28

2012 8–10, 23–25

The MBLJ over the northern South China Sea is distinctly different from the SLLJ
associated with a Mei-Yu jet/front system or the SLLJ associated with a winter cold front
that brings heavy rainfall to the US west coast [12,45]. The MBLJ occurs in the subtropics
during the summer monsoon and does not require the presence of a frontal system over
the Taiwan area [58]. At the 925 hPa level, geostrophic winds make up 90% of the MBLJ
(Figure 15a–c). The warm, moist, high equivalent potential temperature air (Figure 15d)
and southwesterly horizontal moisture fluxes (Figure 15f) occur mainly below the 1 km
level and are easily missed by forecasters using charts only down to the 850 hPa level.
With a stably stratified and nearly barotropic atmosphere under the influence of the WPSH
over the ocean, the vertical profile of the MBLJ resembles an Ekman spiral (Figure 16) with
supergeostrophic winds and a wind speed maximum near the top of the mixed layer.

In contrast to the summer CBLJs [54] and CBLJs in other locations that are affected
by orographic effects and/or land surface heating/cooling of the adjacent coastal terrain,
the ageostrophic winds associated with the MBLJ points toward lower pressure (e.g., the
Mei-Yu trough over southern China) during all four 6 h periods of the diurnal cycle. The
MBLJs occur at relatively low latitudes, at approximately 20◦ N over the open ocean, and
are weakest and closest to geostrophic in the late afternoon. Vertical mixing in the MBL
during the daytime may cause a reduction in the wind speed maximum in the afternoon
hours (Figure 17). The dynamics and diurnal variations of the MBLJ will be investigated
further from the momentum budget using high temporal and spatial resolution model data.
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Figure 15. (a) The 2008–12 CFSR composite of the vertical cross section along 21◦ N for the MBLJ
days (a) winds (V; m s−1) with wind barbs (full barb represents 5 m s−1), (b) geostrophic winds
(Vg; m s−1) with wind barbs (full barb represents 5 m s−1), (c) ageostrophic winds (Va; m s−1) with
wind barbs (full barb represents 5 m s−1), (d) equivalent potential temperature (K), and (e) horizontal
moisture flux vector (g kg−1 m s−1). (f) As in (e), but for the June monthly mean. See Figure 5 in
Ref. [58]. Copyright 2019 American Meteorological Society.
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Figure 16. The hodograph at the jet core of the MBLJ (20.5◦ N, 116.5◦ E); the green curve is the
hodograph from the 1000 to 900 hPa level. The thick black arrow shows the 900 hPa winds (V; m s−1).
The thick blue arrow shows the 900 hPa geostrophic wind (Vg; m s−1). The thick red arrow shows
the 900 hPa ageostrophic wind (Va; m s−1). See Figure 6 in Ref. [58]. Copyright 2019 American
Meteorological Society.

To delineate the horizontal moisture transport associated with the MBLJs and SLLJs,
the vertical integrals of horizontal water vapor transport components [12,26] in the zonal
and meridional directions are:

Qλ =
1
g

∫ P1

P0

qudp (1a)

Qφ =
1
g

∫ P1

P0

qvdp (1b)

where, q is the specific humidity in kg kg−1, u is the zonal wind in m s−1, v is the meridional
wind in m s−1, g is the acceleration due to gravity in m s−2, and P0 is the surface pressure in
hPa, and P1 is the pressure at the top of the marine boundary layer in hPa, respectively. The
magnitude of the horizontal moisture transport in the marine boundary layer is defined as:

IVT =
√

Qλ
2 + Qφ

2 (1c)
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The moisture budget equation is given in Equation (2):

∂q
∂t

= −
→
V·∇q−ω

∂q
∂p
− [(c− e) + (∂q′ω′/∂p)] (2)

where, q is specific humidity, t is time,
→
V is the horizontal wind vector, ∇ is the horizontal

gradient operator, p is pressure, ω is the vertical pressure velocity, c is the rate of condensa-
tion per unit mass, and e is the rate of evaporation per unit mass. The overbar refers to a
horizontal average over a grid box.
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Figure 17. Diurnal variations of the CFSR wind component parallel to the geostrophic flow (m s−1; red
line), speed of the geostrophic flow (m s−1; blue line), ageostrophic wind component perpendicular
to the geostrophic flow (m s−1; green line), and friction velocity (m s−1) for the MBLJ days over
the boxed area (19◦–22◦ N, 115◦–119◦ E). See Figure 15 in Ref. [58]. Copyright 2019 American
Meteorological Society.

From the north (N)–south (S) cross-section along 116.5◦ E for the 21 MBLJ days [90],
the SLLJ (~23◦ N) associated with the Mei-Yu frontal system has a wind speed maximum
extending vertically upward above the surface front (Figure 18a). Similar to the 11–12
June 2012 case, the warm, moist high equivalent potential temperature air in the boundary
layer is brought upward above the sloping frontal zone (Figure 18b,d). The MBLJ over
the northern South China Sea exhibits a maximum wind speed around the 925 hPa level
(Figure 18a) with a maximum horizontal moisture transport axis from the northern South
China Sea to the Taiwan area at the 950 hPa level (Figure 18c). The jet core of the MBLJ
is around 20◦ N, south of both the surface front and the SLLJ. From the moisture budget
calculations, similar to the 20–23 May 1987 TAMEX case, the vertical advection term and
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the subgrid-scale transport term are the two dominant terms (Figure 19). The tendency
and horizontal advection terms are one order of magnitude smaller. It is apparent that
during the MBLJ days, significant horizontal moisture fluxes associated with the MBLJ
provide abundant moisture to support occurrences of heavy rainfall over the Taiwan area.
Otherwise, rainfall production occurs in the frontal zone due to mesoscale frontal lifting
(Figure 2).
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Figure 18. The 2008–12 CFSR composite of the vertical cross section along 116.5◦ E for the MBLJ days.
(a) Horizontal winds (V; m s−1) with wind barb (full barb represents 5 m s−1), (b) equivalent potential
temperature (K), (c) horizontal moisture flux vector (qV; g kg−1 m s−1), and (d) vertical moisture flux
(qw; g kg−1 m s−1). See Figure 10 in Ref. [58]. Copyright 2019 American Meteorological Society.

In the past, most of the moisture transport during the Mei-Yu season over Taiwan was
attributed to SLLJs [28,31,32]. However, in contrast to these studies, our results from the
case study presented by Chen et al. [77] and the composite analysis [58] clearly show the
importance of the horizontal moisture transport below the 850 hPa level by the MBLJ from
the south toward the Taiwan area (Figure 18). The equivalent potential temperature has a
maximum in the frontal zone (Figure 11b) because the warm, moist air in the low levels is
advected vertically upward above the sloping frontal surface [5,70,72,73,77]. In the absence
of an MBLJ, the atmosphere over the northern South China Sea is relatively dry, despite the
presence of the southwesterly monsoon flow [73].
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Figure 19. The 2008–12 CFSR composite of the vertical cross section along 116.5◦ E for the
MBLJ days. (a) tendency term (∂q/∂t) (10−5 g kg−1 s−1); (b) horizontal moisture advection term

(−
→
V ·∇q) (10−5 g kg−1 s−1); (c) vertical moisture advection term [−ω(∂q/∂p)] (10−5 g kg−1 s−1);

and (d) subgrid-scale term [(c− e) +
(

∂q′ω′/∂p
)
] (10−5 g kg−1 s−1). See Figure 11 in Ref. [58].

Copyright 2019 American Meteorological Society.

In addition to the secondary circulation associated with the jet/front system, rainfall
production can be related to orographic effects. Although heavy rainfall events are often
associated with the passage of a frontal system or the drifting of mesoscale convective
systems inland, these events frequently occur on the windward side of the Snow Mountains
and the Central Mountain Range in the afternoon hours. The heavy rainfall events on
the windward side are the result of orographic lifting of the southwesterly flow that is
enhanced by daytime anabatic winds [7]. During the MBLJ days [58], moisture convergence
over southwestern Taiwan and offshore (Figure 20), as well as orographic lifting on the
windward slopes of the Central Mountain Range and Snow Mountains, are favorable for
the development of localized heavy rainfall (Figure 1). This is consistent with the results of
Yeh and Chen [66], C. S. Chen et al. [7,91], and Kerns et al. [8].
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Figure 20. (a) The 2008–12 CFSR composite of the 925 hPa moisture flux convergence (10−4 g kg−1 s−1;
shaded), geopotential height (gpm; contoured), and moisture flux (g kg−1 m s−1; vectors) for the
MBLJ days. (b) As in (a), but for the June monthly mean. (c) The 2008–12 0.25◦ TRMM composite of
rain rates (mm h−1; shaded) from the 3B42 dataset for the MBLJ days. (d) As in (c), but for the June
monthly mean. See Figure 8 in Ref. [58]. Copyright 2019 American Meteorological Society.

During TiMREX IOP #8 from 15–17 June 2008, a MBLJ is present in the absence of
a Mei-Yu front and a moisture tongue extends from the northern South China Sea to the
Taiwan area (Figure 21). During the passage of a 500 hPa short-wave trough [70] (not
shown), localized heavy rainfall occurred over the southwestern coast (Figure 22a,b). This
was caused by orographic blocking of the southwesterly monsoon flow and lifting of the
incoming flow by the leading edge of the cold pool off the southwestern coast. The cold
pool was the result of rain evaporative cooling by the preceding rainfall over southwestern
Taiwan on 14 June [69,70]. At night, rain evaporation cooling is enhanced by nocturnal
cooling. During the day, with extensive cloud cover and precipitation, the surface flow
over southwestern Taiwan still exhibits an offshore wind component (not shown). As a
result, rainfall along the southwestern coast persisted during the day, (Figure 22b) due to
lifting of the MBLJ by the offshore flow.
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Figure 21. The YOTC analysis averaged during 0000–1200 UTC 16 June: (a) TPW (mm) (shaded);
(b) 900 hPa winds (m s−1) (a full barb represents 5 m s−1) and geopotential height (gpm) (contoured).
See Figure 13e,f in Ref. [90]. Copyright 2017 American Meteorological Society.
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Figure 22. (a) Total rainfall accumulation (mm) during 1600 UTC 15 June–0000 UTC 16 June from
rain gauge observations. (b) As in (a), but for total rainfall accumulation (mm) during 0000–1000
UTC 16 June from rain gauge observations. (c,d) As in (a,b) but for model forecasts for domain 3
(3 km grids) of the data assimilation run (ALL_DATA run). See Figures 12a,c and 15a,c in Ref. [90].
Copyright 2017 American Meteorological Society.
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Tu et al. [90] performed a cycling run, beginning 36 h before the model forecast at
1200 UTC 15 June 2008 with additional assimilated data to improve the model’s initial
conditions provided by the NCEP Global Forecast System (GFS) to better study the heavy
rainfall event over the southwestern coast of Taiwan. The assimilated data were taken
from special TiMREX soundings, Global Telecommunications System (GTS) data, and the
Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC) global
positioning system (GPS) radio occultation (RO) refractivity profiles. The 36-h cycling run
with data assimilation (WRFDA) provided improved subsynoptic flow and moisture fields
in the model initial conditions when compared to the ECMWF Year of Tropical Convection
(YOTC) [92] analysis. Furthermore, after a 36-h cycle run, the cold pool caused by the
evaporative cooling of antecedent rains [69] is better resolved in the initial conditions of
the high-resolution (3 km grid) domain when compared to TiMREX observations analyzed
by Tu et al. [70]. As a result, coastal rainfall is well simulated at night and the next day
(Figure 22c,d). With the south/southwesterly MBLJ incoming flow from the South China
Sea (Figure 22b), northern Taiwan is in the wake zone with relatively weak winds (not
shown). Afternoon sea-breeze/upslope flow develops there due to solar heating over
land. The convergence of the afternoon sea breezes over the Taipei Basin (not shown)
and afternoon rainfall over northern Taiwan (Figure 22d) are well predicted in the model.
Similar rainfall patterns during 27–28 June 2008 were documented by C.-S. Chen et al. [93].

In the 15–17 June 2008 case, in contrast to the 10–12 June 2012 case (Figure 10) and June
rainfall climatology (Figure 1), there is no significant rainfall maximum on the windward
slopes of the Snow Mountains and the Central Mountain Range. This difference could be
attributed to the difference in the impinging angle of the prefrontal southwesterly flow.
In the 15–17 June 2008 case, the low-level MBLJ has a large southerly wind component
(Figure 22). In the 10–12 June 2012 case, the rising motion advects the warm, moist
prefrontal air upward and the elevated SLLJ at the 850 hPa level has a large westerly wind
component (Figure 11) impinging on the Snow Mountains and the Central Mountain Range.
High-resolution idealized model simulations [65] and case studies [91] have shown that
orographic lifting is more significant if the impinging angle is larger.

From the analysis of the NCEP CFSR data, rain gauge data, and case studies during the
South China Sea Two Island Monsoon Experiment (SCSTIMX) for the 2017 Mei-Yu season,
Tu et al. [59] found that two periods of widespread heavy rainfall over Taiwan (1–4 June and
14–18 June 2017) were closely related to the large horizontal moisture transport within the
MBL, from the northern South China Sea to the Taiwan area (Figures 23 and 24). For both
heavy rainfall periods, a MBLJ is present. With significant upstream moisture transport
within the MBL (IVT > 300 kg m−1 s−1), extreme torrential rain (>500 mm day−1) occurs
over Taiwan prior to, and during, the passage of a Mei-Yu jet/front system [60]. During the
second widespread heavy rainfall period, there are two sub-periods (14 and 17 June) during
which a MBLJ is present with IVT within the MBL of approximately 220–280 kg m−1 s−1.
Rainfall peaks over Taiwan of greater than 300 mm day−1 occur on 14 and 17 June. During
the first sub-period, Tropical Storm Merbok originates over the South China Sea on 11 June,
moves over southern China before midnight on 12 June, weakens into a TD on 13 June,
and then merges with the Mei-Yu trough over southern China. For the second sub-period,
a Mei-Yu frontal cyclone develops and moves eastward over southern China along the
large-scale Mei-Yu trough. For both periods (1–4 June and 14–18 June), a MBLJ develops
and intensifies when the Mei-Yu trough over southern China deepens and/or the western
Pacific subtropical high strengthens and extends westward. Tu et al. [59] suggest that the
moisture transport within the MBL from the northern South China Sea to the Taiwan area
is a favorable condition for heavy rainfall occurrences over Taiwan.
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Figure 23. The CFSR time series along the NW–SE line (purple line in Figure 13) from 0000 UTC 16
May to 0000 UTC 30 June 2017: (a) 925 hPa winds (m s−1); (b) 925 hPa geopotential height (gpm);
(c) 925 hPa horizontal moisture flux vector (qV) (g kg−1 m s−1); and (d) 700 hPa horizontal moisture
flux vector (qV) (g kg−1 m s−1). See Figure 2 in Ref. [59].
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[55,83,94]. Du et al. [83] studied the initiation and growth of convection in the warm sector 

Figure 24. Time series of (a) averaged daily rainfall over Taiwan from rain gauges (mm), (b) number of
stations recording heavy rain (>80 mm day−1), (c) number of stations recording extremely heavy rain
(>200 mm day−1), (d) number of stations recording torrential rain (>350 mm day−1), and (e) number
of stations recording extreme torrential rain (>500 mm day−1) from 16 May–30 June 2017 (LST). (f) A
spatial map of rain gauges over Taiwan (512 total stations). See Figure 3 in Ref. [59].

Orographic and local effects on the MBLJ may lead to the occurrence of localized heavy
rainfall along the southern China coast during the early summer rainy season [55,83,94].
Du et al. [83] studied the initiation and growth of convection in the warm sector of a Mei-Yu
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front. The MBLJ-driven mesoscale ascent overlaying high SST over the northern South
China Sea moistens the warm tongue off the southern China coast. As the jet intensifies and
evolves from southwesterlies to nearly southerlies, the convergence at the northwestern
and northeastern edges of the MBLJ is favorable for the development of localized rainfall.
The flow interaction with the coastal hills of south China is also an important factor in
convection initiation and growth in the warm sector [94].

4. The Barrier Jet

There are several types of coastal boundary layer jets in various parts of the world.
They are typically the result of large-scale pressure gradients, which are modified by
diurnal and orographic effects related to adjacent coastal terrain. These include the New
York Bight jets during spring and summer [95], coastal LLJs off the eastern China coast in
July [54], summertime coastal jets off the California coast [96], LLJs off the western coast
of subtropical South America [44,97,98], and easterly Caribbean LLJs [39,40]. With the
presence of high mountains, coastal jets are frequently observed along the northwestern
coast of Taiwan during southwesterly monsoon flow [61,63].

The barrier jet (BJ), with a local wind speed maximum around the 1 km level off
the northwest Taiwan coast, is another type of LLJ that occurs during the Mei-Yu season
(Figure 25). As the Mei-Yu jet/front system approaches the Taiwan area, the axis of the
SLLJ also moves southward. As the SLLJ impinges on the island terrain, a windward
ridge-leeside trough pressure pattern is observed due to island blocking under a small
Froude number [< O (1)] flow regime [61,63]. The incoming southwesterly flow decelerates
upstream off the southwestern coast as it encounters orographically induced high pressure
with a splitting flow offshore. The deflected airflow along the western coast of Taiwan
accelerates down the pressure gradient with a large cross-contour wind component, re-
sulting in a BJ over the northwestern Taiwan coast (Figure 26). The BJ is strongest when
the windward ridge-leeside trough pressure pattern is most significant. The BJ weakens
after a surface front arrives. Although station 46685 (Figure 27) is not located at the center
of the jet core as observed by aircraft, the average profile of the speed in the direction
parallel to the jet (vs) has a maximum greater than 14 m s−1 at approximately the top of the
mixed layer (~1 km). The vertical wind shear is about 10 × 10−3 s−1 below the jet level and
4 × 10−3 s−1 above the jet (Figure 28). Li and Chen [63] suggested that even though the
alongshore pressure gradient is largest at the surface, the observed wind speed maximum
is not at the surface due to the frictional force in the lowest levels.

Yeh and Chen [65] conducted high-resolution (7 km) simulations over the Taiwan
area using the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University-National Center for Atmo-
spheric Research (PSU-NCAR) nonhydrostatic Mesoscale Model (MM5) to investigate the
orographic effects on the mesoscale airflow under a prevailing southwesterly flow over
Taiwan. They did not use radiative forcing, thermal forcing from the surface, or synoptic
forcing in their model runs. The model was initialized with the 1200 UTC May 1987 sound-
ing (Figure 29) from Tungsha Island (Station 46810, 20.7◦ N, 116.72◦ E) (Figure 27) in the
northern South China Sea. Orographically induced low-level strong winds along the north-
western coast of Taiwan were well simulated (Figure 30). At the barrier jet level (~1 km),
the momentum balance along the northwest coast of Taiwan was dominated by both the
inertial advection term and the pressure gradient force term. The significant Lagrangian
flow acceleration of the northern branch of the deflected airflow along the coast is due to
the pressure gradient force as the airflow moves down the orographically induced pressure
ridge. Yeh and Chen [65] also confirmed that, within the mixed layer, the alongshore force
balance is a three-way balance among inertial advection, the pressure gradient force, and
the frictional force. Normal to the jet direction, the flow is approximately in geostrophic
balance. Model sensitivity tests show that the location and strength of the orographically
induced low-level strong winds also depend on the impinging angle and wind speed of the
prevailing winds. Model results by Lin et al. [99] show that the barrier jet is the strongest
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before sunrise when the land surface is the coldest and approximately 3 m s−1 stronger
than the afternoon minimum. This is consistent with observations [100].
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Figure 25. (A) Subjectively analyzed synoptic-scale chart at 850 hPa for 1200 UTC 21 May 1987.
Geopotential heights in (A) every 30 m; (B) Winds and D values at the 900 m level around 1500 UTC
21 May. D values every 3 m. Winds (m s−1) with one pennant, full barb, and half barb representing
25, 5, and 2.5 m s−1, respectively. The horizontal wind field in (B) is constructed from rawinsonde,
pilot balloon (PIBAL), and aircraft data during 1330–1720 UTC 21 May 1987. Terrain contours are
every 1.5 km. See Figure 2 in Ref. [63]. Copyright 1998 American Meteorological Society.
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Figure 26. A schematic diagram for the barrier jet formation. (A) The large-scale low-level flow
pattern, (B) mesoscale airflow near the 1 km level and at (C) the 2.5 km level over the Taiwan
area are shown. The heavy line, open arrow, and heavy arrow represent the low-level pressure
trough, upstream southwesterly flow, and barrier jet, respectively. Terrain contours are 1.5 km.
The distribution for the geopotential height in (A) the local sea level pressure pattern (dashed) and
(B) streamlines (solid) in (B,C) are also shown. The symbol H (L) marks the locations of high (low)
pressure centers. See Figure 10 in Ref. [63]. Copyright 1998 American Meteorological Society.
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Figure 27. Location of sounding stations (+), the Central Weather Bureau (CWB) surface stations (#),
PIBAL stations (*), and tower stations (O). The terrain contours are 0 (solid), 1 (dashed), and 2 (heavy
solid) km. See Figure 1 in Ref. [63]. Copyright 1998 American Meteorological Society.
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Figure 28. (A) The mean vertical profile (heavy line) of the υs component and the standard deviations
(+) computed from the data for the 14 observational times. (B) Same as in (A), except for virtual
potential temperature. See Figure 4 in Ref. [63]. Copyright 1998 American Meteorological Society.
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Figure 29. Initial sounding for 1200 UTC (2000 LST) 21 May 1987 at Tungsha island (island station
46810, 20.7◦ N, 116.72◦ E). Thermodynamic profiles plotted on a skew T-log p diagram. Winds (m s−1)
with full barb and half barb representing 5 and 2.5 m s−1, respectively. See Figure 2 in Ref. [65].
Copyright 2003 American Meteorological Society.
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representing 5 and 2.5 m s−1, respectively; (b) model pressure perturbation (hPa) at the surface with
0.2 hPa intervals. See Figure 3 in Ref. [65]. Copyright 2003 American Meteorological Society.
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5. The Interactions of the Three Types of LLJs on Heavy Rainfall over Taiwan

One of the important findings of TAMEX was the role of localized convergence be-
tween the BJ and frontal wind shift line [60,62,76,77,101] or the southwesterly flow [64] off
the northwestern/western Taiwan coast on the development of deep convection under
favorable large-scale settings. The orientation and depth of the Mei-Yu front also impacts
the rainfall pattern as the front interacts with the island terrain. This section briefly reviews
a few examples.

Li et al. [62] studied an unexpected heavy rainfall event (>231 mm) that occurred along
the northwestern coast during TAMEX IOP #13 during 24–25 June 1987 using upper-air,
surface mesonet, and dual-Doppler radar data. As a NE–SW oriented Mei-Yu front moved
southeastward from southern China to the Taiwan area, the shallow (~1 km) postfrontal
cold air in the lowest levels was decelerated by the hilly terrain along the southeastern
China coast. As a result, a low-level wind shift line associated with a pressure trough at the
850 hPa level moved over the terrain along the southeastern China coast into the Taiwan
Strait before the arrival of the Mei-Yu frontal boundary at the surface. The large scale
settings of this event were characterized by: (1) a SLLJ with a wind speed about 13 m s−1

ahead of the 850 hPa trough; (2) low-level winds veering with respect to height, suggesting
warm advection in the prefrontal atmosphere; (3) an axis of high equivalent potential
temperature in the prefrontal atmosphere with large equivalent potential temperature
gradients between the warm, moist SLLJ and the relatively dry and cold northeasterly flow
behind the Mei-Yu trough; (4) coupling between the low-level forcing (warm advection and
frontal lifting) and upper-level divergence in the diffluent airflow region on the northeastern
flank of the South Asian anticyclone.

A long-lived rainband developed over the northern Taiwan Strait between the bar-
rier jet and the northwesterly flow behind the wind shift line (Figure 31). The rainband
consisted of several long-lived (>2 h) reflectivity maxima at different stages of its life cycle.
The reflectivity maxima formed on the southwestern tip of the rainband and intensified
during their movement from the southwest to the northeast. During the mature stage, the
reflectivity maxima were rooted within the low-level convergence zone approximately 3 km
deep and tilted southeastward with height with sinking motion in the lower troposphere.
The continued generation of the reflectivity maxima along the localized convergence zone
maintained the long lifecycle of the rainband, resulting in persistent heavy rainfall along
the northwestern coast as the reflectivity maxima moved onshore. During the early stage
of the rainband’s development, the reflectivity maxima on the northeastern part of the
rainband merged with the convective line associated with the land breeze front.

During TAMEX IOP #3 from 21–22 May 1987, a rainfall maximum of more than
40 mm h−1 occurred along the western/northwestern coast of Taiwan under favorable
large-scale settings. This event occurred under large-scale rising motion ahead of the
850 hPa jet/front system. Concurrently, an upper-level trough deepened and moved to-
ward South China [61]. A SLLJ greater than 15 m s−1 ahead of the 850 hPa trough impinged
on the Central Mountain Range. A barrier jet developed off the northwestern Taiwan coast
due to orographic blocking (Figure 25). During 1000–1600 local standard time (LST), three
rainbands formed in succession within the orographically induced convergence zone over
the Taiwan Strait. The deflected southerly flow converged with the prevailing southwest-
erly flow, which was modified by the storm-induced westerlies immediately behind the
convective line (Figure 32). Modeling results confirmed that the localized convergence off
the northwestern coast was caused by orographic effects and the convective feedbacks.
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Figure 31. Schematic diagram for the structure of the rainband. The barrier jet (BJ) converges with
the westerly flow (WF) along the wind shift line (heavy, dashed line) at low levels. The northwesterly
flow (NWF) dominates in the upper troposphere. The vertical cross-sections show the long-lived
reflectivity maxima embedded in the rainband at the early, well developed, and late stage, respectively.
The solid lines represent the radar echo boundary with reflectivity core areas shaded. The thin arrows
on the cross sections indicate the relative airflow to the rainband system. See Figure 22 in Ref. [62].
Copyright 1997 American Meteorological Society.
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Figure 32. A time series (in LST) of radar echoes associated with rainband 2 superimposed on
the schematic airflow pattern. Areas with radar reflectivity greater than 30 dBZ at different time
are hatched. The schematic airflow pattern is based on PIBAL and sounding data, and winds are
derived from dual-Doppler analysis at 1 km. Figure 14 in Ref. [64]. Copyright 2002 American
Meteorological Society.
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During TAMEX, daily rainfall incidences along the northwestern/western coast were
less than 40% (Figure 33a). Nevertheless, more than 80% of rainfall there occurred during
the passage of Mei-Yu systems (Figure 33b). It is apparent that during frontal passages, the
barrier jet plays an important role in enhancing the amount of rainfall over the northwestern
and western coasts [62,64]. In contrast, over the island interior, daily rainfall incidences are
greater than 60–70% (Figure 33a), but less than 50% of total rainfall amount there occurs
during frontal periods [66] (Figure 33b). Model simulations by Tu et al. [60] indicated that
the barrier jet also transports moisture to the frontal zone (Figure 34), which is consistent
with previous studies [8,62,76,77].
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Figure 33. (a) Daily rainfall incidences (%) during 10 May–27 June 1987. Contours start at 30%
with 10% intervals. (b) The ratio (%) of total rainfall during frontal periods to total TAMEX rainfall.
Contours start at 20% with 20% intervals. See Figures 6 and 7 in Ref. [66]. Copyright 1998 American
Meteorological Society.

For a NNE–SSW oriented Mei-Yu front that occurred on 3 June 1984 [76], the pre-
existing rainfall was enhanced as the front moved over the northeastern Taiwan Strait,
where the prevailing southwesterly winds converged with the orographically deflected
flow, with a southerly wind component off the western/northwestern Taiwan coast. As
the pre-existing convective rainfall continued to move toward northern Taiwan, it was
enhanced in a localized low-level convergence zone over the northwestern coast, where a
barrier jet converged with the northwesterly winds behind the surface front (Figure 35).
Furthermore, on the morning of 3 June 1984, rainfall was simulated where the barrier
jet encountered the leading edge of the cold pool caused by rain evaporative cooling, as
suggested by Chiou and Liu [102].
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Figure 34. Simulated integrated vapor transport (IVT; kg m−1 s−1) in the boundary layer (below
900 hPa) from the 9 km gridded domain (domain 2): (a) 1200 UTC (2000 LST) 1 June 2017; (b) 2200 UTC
1 June (0600 LST) 2 June 2017; (c) 0600 UTC (1400 LST) 2 June 2017. See Figure 9 in Ref. [60]. Copyright
2022 American Meteorological Society.

Chen et al. [77] studied the interaction between an E–W oriented Mei-Yu jet/front
system and topography for a heavy rainfall event over northern Taiwan during 11–12 June
2012. All three jets (SLLJ, MBLJ and BJ) co-existed in this event. In this case, in addition
to excessive rainfall on the windward sides of the Snow Mountains and the Ali-Shan
Mountains (Figure 10), there was a maximum rainfall accumulation (~435 mm) over the
northwestern Taiwan coast and another rainfall maximum of approximately 477 mm within
the Taipei Basin (Figure 36). The MBLJ brought in excessive moisture from the northern
South China Sea (Figure 12b), while the secondary circulation (Figure 12a) associated with
the SLLJ (Figure 11) provided the large-scale lifting mechanism, and local effects by the
BJ and front-terrain interaction determined the timing and distribution of localized heavy
rainfall during the frontal passage over northern Taiwan (Figure 36). From 2200 LST 11
June to 0200 LST 12 June, the rainfall maximum along the northwestern coast was related to
the arrival of scattered prefrontal radar echoes, followed by the convective line associated
with the Mei-Yu front (Figure 36a–d). The convective activities over the northwestern coast
were enhanced by the localized convergence between the southerly BJ and the postfrontal
west-northwesterly flow. From 0200–0800 LST 12 June, the relatively deep postfrontal
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cold air, approximately 1.5 km deep, moved over the Yang-Ming Mountains, with peaks
approximately 1120 m in height, into the Taipei Basin as the Mei-Yu front arrived with
cold northeasterlies near the surface and northwesterlies behind the 850 hPa trough. In
this case, the Mei-Yu front stalled, resulting in heavy precipitation over the Taipei Basin
for 6 h (Figure 36e–g). Additionally, the 850 hPa postfrontal northwesterlies impinged
on the northwestern slopes of the Snow Mountains, which resulted in heavy orographic
precipitation there (Figure 36h) as the Mei-Yu system continued to advance southward. A
schematic diagram is given in Figure 37.
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Figure 35. (a) Simulated 950 hPa level winds and maximum radar reflectivity (every 5 dBZ in gray
scale) at 2000 LST 2 June for the 3 km grid domain. Terrain contours (dotted lines) are at 200, 500, and
1500 m. The dashed line denotes the approximate position of the wind shift line. The wind speed
(m s−1) is specified at the bottom of the figure. (b) Same as (a) but for 2300 LST 2 June. (c) Same as (a)
but for 0200 LST 3 June. (d) Same as (a) but for 0400 LST 3 June. (e) Same as (a) but for 0600 LST 3
June. (f) Same as (a) but for 0900 LST 3 June. (g) Same as (a) but for 1200 LST 3 June. See Figure 14 in
Ref. [76].
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Figure 36. Hourly rainfall (mm) and surface winds (one full barb and half barb represent 5 and
2.5 m s−1, respectively) over northern Taiwan: (a) 2000 and (b) 2200 LST 11 June; (c) 0000, (d) 0200,
(e) 0400, (f) 0600, (g) 0800, and (h) 1000 LST 12 June. Terrain contours are 100 and 500 m, respectively.
See Figure 12 in Ref. [77]. Copyright 2018 American Meteorological Society.
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Figure 37. Schematic front–terrain interaction for a relatively deep (>1.5 km) Mei-Yu front that moved
over the terrain along the northern coast and stalled within the Taipei Basin for more than 6 h. The
schematic diagram shows the surface flow patterns (solid arrows), frontal position, and 850 hPa
postfrontal wind direction over northern Taiwan (red arrows). See Figure 19 in Ref. [77]. Copyright
2018 American Meteorological Society.

Tu et al. [60] studied another unusually heavy rainfall event along the northern coast of
Taiwan during 1–2 June 2017 (Figure 38). In this case, all three types of low-level jets (SLLJ,
MBLJ, and BJ) co-existed and, again, the timing and distribution of localized heavy rainfall
over northern Taiwan were determined by front-terrain interaction. In contrast to the case
studied by Chen et al. [77], the E–W oriented shallow Mei-Yu front (less than 850 m) was
anchored over the northern side of the Yang-Ming Mountains, with peaks approximately
1120 m high, for 8 h (Figure 39a) during the early morning (0200–1000 LST) (Figure 38a–f).
Persistent orographic rainfall along the northern coast resulted in a rainfall accumulation
of more than 600 mm. As the postfrontal cold air continued to push southward, eventually
the cold air was able to pass over the Yang-Ming Mountains (Figure 39b) and moved into
the Taipei Basin, which had a Mei-Yu frontal rainband (Figure 38g). Furthermore, the
southwesterly BJ converged with the postfrontal northwesterly flow, resulting in a local
rainfall maximum over the northwestern coast (Figure 38g). As the Mei-Yu front continued
to advance southward, orographic precipitation occurred over the northwestern slopes of
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the Snow Mountains as the northwesterly flow behind the 850 hPa trough impinged on the
Snow Mountains.
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Figure 38. The observed station surface winds (m s−1; one full barb represents 5 m s−1) and hourly
rainfall accumulation (mm; color shaded) from rain gauges ending at: (a) 0200 LST 2 June 2017;
(b) 0300 LST 2 June 2017; (c) 0400 LST 2 June 2017; (d) 0600 LST 2 June 2017; (e) 0800 LST 2 June 2017;
(f) 1000 LST 2 June 2017; (g) 1200 LST 2 June 2017; and (h) 1400 LST 2 June 2017. The small black circle
represents calm wind. See Figure 4 in Ref. [60]. Copyright 2022 American Meteorological Society.
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A SLLJ extends upward between 900–650 hPa around 25.3° N ahead of the frontal zone. 

Figure 39. A schematic diagram showing the surface (black solid arrows) and 900 hPa (red solid
arrows) flow patterns and the barrier jet (thick red solid arrows). (a) The shallow (<1 km) Mei-Yu front
is anchored over the northern side of the Yang-Ming Mountains for almost eight hours during the
morning of 2 June 2017 (0200–1000 LST 2 June). At the 900 hPa level, the southwesterly BJ converges
with the northwesterly flow in the southwestern flank of the Mei-Yu frontal cyclone around the
northern tip of Taiwan. (b) Around noontime, the Mei-Yu front finally moves southward over the
Yang-Ming Mountains into the Taipei Basin and converges with the southwesterly BJ over the Taipei
Basin. See Figure 21 in Ref. [60]. Copyright 2022 American Meteorological Society.

From the composite for 21 MBLJ days during 2008–2012 (Table 1), the NE–SW cross
section (Figure 12) through the Taiwan Strait reveals the existence of a horizontally oriented
MBLJ (>12 m s−1) over the northern South China Sea at the 925 hPa level (Figure 40a)
A SLLJ extends upward between 900–650 hPa around 25.3◦ N ahead of the frontal zone.
Because this cross-section passing through the BJ (Figure 13), the SLLJ has merged with
the BJ at low levels with a jet core greater than 14 m s−1 at approximately the 925 hPa
level. On the eastern side, in the cross section along 124◦ E, the orographically enhanced
wind maximum greater than 11 m s−1 in the boundary layer is evident around 23.5◦ N.
A SLLJ extends upward around 27.5◦ N, above the sloping frontal surface (Figure 40b).
An upper-level jet core greater than 35 m s−1 is also present. For heavy rainfall events
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over Taiwan, the MBLJ brings in moisture, whereas the secondary circulation associated
with the jet/front system provides the large-scale lifting mechanism and possible upper-
level dynamic forcing aloft. Over northern Taiwan, interactions of the jet/front system
with terrain and rain evaporative cooling are important in determining the timing and
distribution of localized rainfall.
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Figure 40. (a) Vertical cross-section of horizontal winds (m s−1; full barb represents 5 m s−1) along
(a) the NE–SW red line in Figure 13 and (b) 124◦ E. See Figure 12 in Ref. [58]. Copyright 2019
American Meteorological Society.
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6. Summary

All Mei-Yu fronts over southern China and Taiwan during the early summer rainy
season are baroclinic in nature due to the intrusion of cold air from the mid-latitudes. They
exhibit appreciable temperature and moisture gradients across the frontal zone in the lower
troposphere. In the upper troposphere, there is tropopause folding and an upper-level jet.
The Mei-Yu front exhibits a marked vertical tilt with a thermally direct circulation across
the frontal zone, driven by a moist baroclinic process. Warm air rises within the pre-frontal
southwesterly flow and cold air sinks in the postfrontal northeasterlies. The baroclinic
conversion is enhanced by latent heat release, especially in the upper troposphere. The SLLJ
is caused by the Coriolis force acting on the lower branch of the secondary circulation across
the frontal zone and has a wind speed maximum in the 900–700 hPa layer ahead of the
surface front. A weak thermally indirect circulation is observed south of the frontal zone.
The rising motion associated with the secondary circulations across the jet/front systems
brings the warm, moist, high equivalent potential temperature air upward along the sloping
frontal zone and provides the lifting mechanism for the development of precipitation in
the frontal zone.

The MBLJ is distinctly different from the SLLJ associated with the Mei-Yu frontal
systems. The MBLJ events over the northern South China Sea are more frequent during
the second half of the monsoon rainy season over Taiwan (after 1 June) than in late May
and have a wind speed maximum axis around the 925 hPa level. During MBLJ days,
the Mei-Yu trough over southeastern China is deeper and the WPSH is stronger and/or
extends further westward than in the climatological mean for the month of June. The
MBLJs are mainly caused by sub-synoptic pressure gradients. At the jet core, the vertical
wind profile resembles an Ekman spiral with a wind speed maximum near the top of the
mixed layer. The horizontal moisture transport by the MBLJ from the northern South China
Sea to the Taiwan area is a favorable condition for the occurrence of heavy rainfall over the
Taiwan area.

Orographic blocking of a low-level MBLJ with a large southerly wind component,
along with convergence between a MBLJ and the cold pool derived from rain evaporative
cooling provide the localized lifting needed for the development of heavy rainfall over the
southwestern Taiwan coastal area. In the prefrontal atmosphere, in addition to horizontal
advection, the low-level warm, moist air is advected vertically upward by the secondary
circulation associated with the SLLJ. When an elevated SLLJ at the 850 hPa level has a large
impinging angle, orographic lifting of the prefrontal warm, moist potentially unstable air
on the windward slopes results in the localized heavy rainfall on the southwestern slopes
of the Central Mountain Range and the Snow Mountains.

When a MBLJ or SLLJ is present, a BJ greater than 14 m s−1 around the 925 hPa level
is observed off the northwestern coast of Taiwan, with a windward ridge/leeside trough
pressure pattern, as a result of island blocking. The orographically induced pressure is
highest over southwestern Taiwan, with upstream flow deceleration and splitting off the
southwestern coast. The northern branch of the splitting airflow off the southwestern coast
accelerates downstream of the windward pressure ridge. Above the top of the mixed layer
at approximately 1 km, Lagrangian acceleration along the west coast is mainly caused
by the pressure gradient term. In the mixed layer, there is a three-way balance among
inertial acceleration, pressure gradient force, and frictional force. Because of the friction
retardation, the BJ has a speed maximum at the top of the mixed layer with a composite
speed maximum greater than 14 m s−1. The BJ enhances the horizontal moisture transport
toward the frontal zone along the western/northwestern Taiwan coast.

As the Mei-Yu jet/front system moves toward the Taiwan area, the depth of the post-
frontal cold air decreases due to a decrease in the Coriolis parameter, becoming rather
shallow with a depth approximately ~1 km over Taiwan. Over northern Taiwan and
the northwestern Taiwan coast, orographic effects on the landfalling jet/front system are
important for the timing and location of localized heavy precipitation, including: oro-
graphic lifting of the postfrontal northerly wind component by the Yang-Ming Mountains
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along the northern Taiwan coast, enhanced frontal convergence due to the BJ along the
northwestern coast, and orographic lifting of the postfrontal northwesterly flow on the
northwestern slopes of the Snow Mountains. All three types of LLJs could possibly co-exist
during the arrival of a Mei-Yu frontal system over northern Taiwan, especially in June
when the southwesterly monsoon is well established. The MBLJ brings in the moisture, the
secondary circulation associated with the jet/front system provides the large-scale lifting,
and orographic and local effects (including rain evaporative cooling) provide localized
convergence and lifting for heavy precipitation events.

For a relatively shallow (<1 km) east–west oriented front, such as the one that occurred
1–2 June 2017, with a depth below the Yang-Ming Mountain range with peaks of approxi-
mately 1120 m, the leading edge of the postfrontal northeasterly flow is anchored along the
northern coastal slopes with a rainfall maximum along the northern coast. As the depth
of the postfrontal cold northeasterlies gradually increases due to cold advection and the
southward advancement of the sloping frontal zone, the postfrontal cold air eventually
moves over the Yang-Ming Mountains. A rainfall maximum develops over the Taipei
Basin due to frontal convergence. Another rainfall maximum occurs over the northwestern
coast where the BJ converges with the postfrontal flow. As the front continues to advance
southward, orographic precipitation is present on the northwestern slopes of the Snow
Mountains caused by orographic lifting of the postfrontal flow.

In the case of an east–west oriented Mei-Yu front, the postfrontal cold air is more than
1.5 km deep, due to continued cold advection from the northern China plain to southern
China by the northerly winds west of a Northeastern China low pressure center stalled by
a mid-latitude omega blocking pattern, followed by the northerly winds west of a Mei-Yu
frontal cyclone over southern China, such as the event that took place in the 11–12 June
2012 case. This type moves over the mountain range along the northern Taiwan coast
without significant rainfall along the northern coast. A rainfall maximum, however, occurs
along the northwestern coast due to convergence between the BJ and the postfrontal flow.
Another maximum appears over the Taipei Basin due to frontal convergence.

For a NE–SW oriented front, such as the case that occurred on 24–25 June 1987,
the convergence between the barrier jet and the southwesterly flow, or a wind shift line
ahead of the Mei-Yu front, or the frontal boundary within the northern Taiwan Strait, is
favorable for the development of deep convection under collaborating favorable large-scale
settings, leading to heavy rainfall events along the western/northwestern Taiwan coast.
The convection could also be enhanced along the leading edge of the cold pool caused
by rain evaporative cooling. Under favorable large-scale conditions, rainfall production
on the southwestern windward slopes of the Snow Mountains, Central Mountain Range,
and southwestern Taiwan is related to the impinging angle and speed of the prefrontal
SLLJ/MBLJ and local circulations. More cases are needed to study the multi-scale processes
that control the timing and location of heavy rainfall over the Taiwan area.
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